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Abstract

Egypt, during the Mubarak years, experienced reforms that pushed
trade in the manufacturing industry into a more liberal and more com-
petitive position. However, the reduction of tariff and non-tariff barri-
ers did not impact all industries in the same way. I exploit an exogenous
change in trade reform policies aligning administrative, tariff and non-
tariff barriers to international standards in order to measure the impact
of trade reforms on import trends in industries with political connec-
tions to the state. Using the identification of connected firms by Diwan
(2014), the Egyptian Export-Import Database and WITS-TRAINS, I
measure the impact of a reduction in red tape on changes in import
values before and after trade liberalization reforms. The results show
that these reforms improved inflow of imported goods to non-connected
industries more than connected industries. This suggests a corrective
impact of administrative simplification on the competitiveness among
industries. These results are robust to a number of tests and the use of
instrumental variables. Once I control for tariff evasion, reducing tariff
and non-tariff barriers has no differential impact on industries with no
known personal ties to the state. This finding implies that much of the
benefits of having ties to the state were due to tariff evasion.
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1 Introduction

The 19th century historical origins of Egypt was one of a government man-
aged by very prominent families, a strong military elite, and a command
driven economy. After over half a century of military, economic and politi-
cal intervention, the post-independence period saw a resurgence of Egyptian
and Pan-Arab nationalism, and a continued strong hold of the economy by
the central government. Leading into the late 20th century, as the economy
opened up to markets, Egypt’s reigning elite held government positions.
During this period, relations between the state and business flourished.

In a relatively small, relatively open market economy, trade and com-
merce is a substantial opportunity for rent-seeking entrepreneurs and polit-
ical elite alike. However, nepotism and its benefits are not easily captured
in trade-related studies. The limited transparency of ownership and con-
nections makes identifying firms with these connections to political elite,
difficult. In Egypt, an exogenous push towards privatization and reform of
the customs administration provides an interesting opportunity to measure
the impact of administrative reforms on both economic activity and in the
heterogeneity between firms and industries benefiting from political favors.
Is there evidence that reducing administrative red tape levels the playing
field for connected versus non-connected firms?

Building on the work of Diwan et al. [2014] and Chekir and Diwan [2014],
my paper captures industrial trade trends where firms connected to Hosni
Mubarak’s regime operate. Connected firms, identified as firms in which
Board Members, CEOs and executive officials were publicly known to either
be a family member or a close confident of Hosni Mubarak in 2004, are
placed into industries where product-level trade policy had an important
impact. 1 I take advantage of this identification strategy and an exogenous
pro-liberalization trade reform package to measure the margin of benefit
that may have hindered firms in non-connected industries from previously
importing more competitive goods.

Using this information, I conduct a differences-in-differences analysis
that allows me to measure the impact of the reduction of red tape on
industries with known connections to the Mubarak regime. The paper
uses a pooled OLS approach, and accounts for serial-correlation and other
concerns by controlling for the fixed effects of trader (groups), country of
origin, level of technological progress of the goods imported, industry, and

1The identification of connected firms became more evident because of information
released about members of Mubarak’s family and close confidants after the 2011 Arab
Spring uprisings in Egypt.
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year. The underlying assumption of any DiD is that apart from these
reforms, trends in import-led growth of connected and non-connected firms
would not have changed. The argument in this paper is that if in the
period post the exogenous reform agenda, the difference between the value
of imports to connected firms and the value of imports to non-connected
firms changes, then ceterus paribus there is strong evidence that reforms
had an impact on the structure of privileges between industries. 2 An
increase of the difference between the two groups can be proxied as the
degree of heterogeneity, while the direction of the change can help untangle
underlying direction of privilege bias. The results capture a ”black box”
without exact knowledge as to how privilege bias may have impacted trade,
but provides a good start for further exploration.

As an attempt to understand how firms in connected industries may
have been benefiting from non-tariff barriers, I measure the variation of
missing imports by industries and account for it’s dispersion within the
main DiD specification. This exercises allows me to create a variable that
accounts for changes from the mean of the industry level value of missing
imports. Once I include this variable, all indications of benefits in connected
industries become insignificant, suggesting that tariff evasion accounted for
an important part of the benefits of being in a connected industry.

The main results of this study show that differences between connected
and non-connected firms in the post-reform period do exist and furthermore,
when holding for tariffs and other controls, the impact of the reforms are
still prevalent. The difference between industries is increased 3-fold when
controlling for a measure of the competitiveness of the goods imported and
the values generated in the exports linked to the industries. These results
are robust to a variety of tests and the use of industry level instrumen-
tal variables. A simple accounting exercise demonstrates that during the
same post-reform period, the occurrence of trade value discrepancies be-
tween trading partners and Egypt dropped. This last finding suggests that
reducing administrative barriers may have also reduced incentives to under-
report trade values. These findings give good evidence that the trade liberal-
ization reforms in 2007/2008 acted to improve the competitiveness between
connected and non-connected industries.

The following sections of the paper is organized as follows: i.) a brief
literature review and descriptive statistics, followed by ii.) the empirical
approach and identifying specification, iii.) a description of the data sources

2Because of the nature of the Arab Spring uprising in 2011 and volatility of the
administration, it is expected that after 2011, this relationship may have changed again.
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that is used, iv.) results, v.) instrumental variable approach, vi.) robustness
tests, vii.) and account for tariff evasion using ”missing imports.” The paper
finishes with conclusions and further areas of work.

2 Trading and Cronyism in Context

After independence in 1952, Egypt’s manufacturing sector under Gamal
Abdel Nassar became a key element of statist industrial policies. However,
wide-spread deregulation and privatization of the manufacturing sector only
occurred in the 70’s under Anwar as-Sadat and in the 90’s under Hosni
Mubarak. Those who were fortunate enough to start businesses during these
periods grew substantially (Sfakianakis [2004], Chekir and Diwan [2014],
Loewe [2013]). 3

Concern over business-state relations is prevalent where discretionary
powers on assigning tariffs schedules and administrative processes are prone
to limited transparency, anti-corruption oversight and are managed through
close business-state ties. The potential for gains from corruption expands as
global trade intensifies. Dixit [2003] argues that increasing trade, or more
precisely increasing the distance (geographical or otherwise) between trad-
ing partners, can reduce incentives to participate in ”honest” trade because
of the local bias of contract enforcement. Following this train of thought,
honesty is likely to decrease as trade expands globally and new trade part-
nerships are formed. Empirical studies on corruption, trade and political
connections find evidence for the role of rent-seeking and opportunism in
business-state relations (Fisman [2001] in Indonesia; Ferguson and Voth
[2008] in Nazi Germany; Diwan et al. [2014] in Egypt; Coulomb and Sang-
nier [2014] in France; and Olken and Barron [2009] for transport bribes
in Indonesia). Furthermore, recent work in Egypt also suggests that when
business-state ties are close, connected firms may increase the number and
scope of non-tariff barriers (Eibl and Malik, forthcoming).

Facilitating trade through the reduction of tariffs limits the scope for

3In the early 2000’s new reforms took place in an effort to increase overall competitive-
ness and investment in the manufacturing and other sectors. The macroeconomic reforms
included liberalizing financial sector (in 2002), floating the currency (in 2003), and massive
privatization (in 2004). Between 2004 and 2007, customs tariffs and procedures were re-
formed, clearance procedures were reportedly simplified and duties were lowered. By 2006,
the Ministry for Trade and Industry set up the Egypt Industrial Development Strategy
and the newly established Ministry of Investment took steps improve industrial produc-
tivity by increasing gross domestic investment through the use of the General Authority
for Investment in Free Zones (GAFI) (Loewe [2013], OECD 2007).
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gains from corrupt practices. Dutt and Traca [2010] found that in high-
tariff environments, corruption is trade enhancing, such that only high-value
exporting agencies stand to benefit from paying bribes. Mishra et al. [2008]
finds similar results when looking at tariffs and customs evasions in India.

Like tariff barriers, non-tariff barriers are crucial for gains from trade and
firm-led growth in Egypt and the MENA region (Hendy and Zaki [2014];
Ghali et al. [2013] ; Augier et al. [2012] ; Davies [2013]; Karray [2016];
and Davies [2013]). Similar to studies capturing corruption through tariff
barriers, empirical researchers have limited work in measuring the impact of
non-tariff barriers on reducing corruption. This is a result of difficulties in
measuring corruption in non-tariff barriers in connection to administrative
burden and red tape reform.

The event of trade liberalization can provide a useful, and arguable ex-
ogenous impact, through which opportunism and corruption can be mea-
sured. For instance, Sequeira [2016] used trade liberalization to examine
the impact of changes in tariffs on corruption patterns in southern Africa.
In line with the literature on business-state relations and similar to the
paper by Sequeira [2016], my approach is to measure how trade liberaliza-
tion through reductions in tariff and non-tariff barriers can act as a tool
to uncover imperfect competition trends and reduce latent non-competitive
heterogeneities between industries.

In addition to interest in measuring corruption, the interest in under-
standing the mechanisms underlying corruption and trade is also growing.
In the literature on trade and tariff evasion, Ray Fisman measured country
level ”missing imports”, or imports that do not match partner country ex-
ports, between Hong Kong and China (Fisman and Wei [2004]), and from
other countries to the US (Fisman and Wei [2009]). Rijkers et al. [2015] iden-
tified firms owned by Ben Ali and his close ties, and linked these to import
tariff evasion. This was measured by the discrepancy between the import
value reported by Tunisian customs and export value reported by trade
partner countries. As expected by theory, the importance of the amount of
evasion increased for commodities with high tariffs.

Descriptive Statistics Aggregate trends in the value of imports for Egypt
demonstrated persistent increases in the value of goods imported to Egypt
(Figure 1). Over the period of 2005 to 2014, the total value of imports
ranged from 23 billion to 168 billion USD (PPP). This same period demon-
strated remarkable growth in import values, in particular between 2009 and
2010, where growth in import values from the previous year reached close
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to 88%. This growth quickly stabilized and even became stagnant in the
period following the Arab Awakening of January 2011. At the same time,
yearly growth of import values peaked in 2010 and returned to a standstill
in 2013. When accounting for imports as a percentage of GDP, estimates
from the World Bank indicate that the value of both imports and exports
fell continuously over the same period. However, export values as a percent-
age of GDP fell 50% over the period of 2005-2014, while import values as a
percentage of GDP fell less than exports, by close to 30%.

[Figures 1 and 2 here]

Among imported goods, distributional trends in the value of goods show
that a small amount of high valued transactions account for the majority
of the market share over the period of 2005-2014. For Egypt, the top 10%
of the highest values for imported goods account for over 90% of the total
value of all imported goods (see Figure 3). While this is not uncommon,
shocks to markets with high import values may have important implications
for the analysis. Within the group of imported goods composing the top
10%, manufacturing goods compose 96.6% of all imports.

The Egyptian Manufacturing sector is characterized by high imports for
a relatively low amount of transactions. Between the period of 2005-2014,
imports to manufacturing firms shared the largest proportion of imports in
all import value distributional categories (see Figure 4). Compared to im-
ports to other industries the value of imports for the manufacturing industry
is substantial. Summary statistics indicates that while the total value of im-
ports is large for the manufacturing industry, that average import values
are dwarfed by the amount of low value transactions in other sectors of the
economy.

3 An Applied Empirical Approach

Administrative reforms that simplify import procedures and costs can bring
considerable financial and operational relief to firms participating in trade.
In addition to economy-wide benefits, reducing barriers to trade limits op-
portunism in customs and trade interactions. Such reforms have the poten-
tial to bring firms and industries on a more level playing field. In the case
of Egypt, we can measure opportunism using an exogenous shock to the
regulatory environment during Egypt’s liberalization years.

The 2000s was a time for partial liberalization primarily through reduc-
tions in tariff barriers. Nevertheless, the Presidential Decree No. 39/2007
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and its amendments called for a reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers.
The text of the decree evoked the i.) simplification of the structure of tariff
rates that facilitated their implementation– more specifically– the reduction
of tariff rates from 12% to 10%, from 22% to 20%, from 32% to 30% and from
40% to 30% (with a few exceptions); ii.) the balance between products pro-
posed at different levels of the supply chain (manufactured products, inter-
mediate goods, and raw materials); iii.) compliance with the International
Convention on the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System
to facilitate external trade and international negotiations; iv.) simplification
of temporary goods procedure in customs law; v.) the elimination of compli-
cated tariff lines; vi.) the reduction of tariff rates on selected imports of basic
commodities, medication and intermediate and capital goods; vii.) the sup-
port of production activities that create a fair and competitive environment
without placing a burden on consumers; viii.) the development of stake-
holder partnerships to ensure transparency in the decision making process
including discussions with concerned parties such as commodity councils,
chambers of commerce, the Federation of Egyptian Industries, a number of
private and public sector production units, and industrial and investment
compounds; and ix.) the contribution of creating a clean environment by
applying to selected environmental products a Customs duty of 2 percent of
the value of the product (MOF [2010]).

The liberalization reforms were arguably exogenous and the arbitrary
nature of the reduction of tariff schedules make the reforms an interesting
case for study. During the period leading up to the decree, Egypt increased
its bilateral and regional trade agreements with the US, EU and with African
partners. Furthermore, it started aligning internal customs procedures with
the World Trade Organization’s standards. The OECD’s policy assessment
on the business-climate development strategy in Egypt found that changes
to the technical standards improved the business climate for importers and
exporters. The reforms harmonized administrative practices that brought
Egyptian standards closer to international standards (Org [2010]). The
external source of these reforms, and the practice of reducing tariff rates
to their lowest rounded numbers, provides good grounds for setting up an
impact assessment. 4

Finally, there is reason to believe that the implementation of the objec-
tives were successful. The World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business indicators

4Nonetheless, it is possible that in implementing these reforms some concerns regarding
the endogeneity remain. If this was large enough to impact the findings, the study would
suffer from attenuation bias and the estimates would be lower bound estimates.
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estimated that time (measured by days) and financial costs (measured by
USD per container) of importing was substantially reduced, in particular,
from 2007 to 2008 and continued to fall thereafter. As demonstrated in Fig-
ure 5, the average days required to import goods were reduced by a quarter
(7 days) from 2007 to 2008, and followed that trend in the subsequent years.
Likewise, financial costs involved in processing imports fell close to 30% from
1106 USD per container to 786 USD per container in 2008 but slightly rose
to 880 USD per container in 2007.

[Figure 5 here]

In theory, this uniform application of a reduction of tariff and non-tariff
barriers should have an overall positive impact on the value of goods im-
ported. It is expected that these reforms would also have a compounded
effect on high importing sectors such as manufacturing. The costs, in terms
of time and financial burden of importing goods should be reduced. There-
fore one would expect a positive impact or an increased flow of imports to
all industries uniformly.

In addition to the standard determinants of the value of imports, the
existence of heterogeneous privileges may be a source of additional variation.
Connected firms may have created favorable conditions to import goods for
their production (relative to costs and regulations in other industries), or
relatively worse conditions for foreign competitors that may try to take
part of the market share. The study proposes to take into consideration
the political connectedness of industries as a variable. I propose to explain
changes in import flows in the following manner:

(1) Log(M)i,t = f(Ni, Ti,g,t, Di,g,t, Xi,g,t)

with Log(M) as the reported change in import value per good imported
within an industry and year, N as non-tariff barriers associated with be-
longing to an industry where firms are connected to the political elite, T as
tariffs related costs of importing per good, industry and year, D as industry
specific demand of goods and X as country, year and other control variables
impacting imports. This function suggests that for firms in industries with
connections to the political elite, the cost of importing is relatively deflated
as compared to industries where there are no known connected firms. It is
assumed that privileges become a function of whether or not a firm operates
in an industry that is politically connected to the regime. Those who are
connected to the regime may benefit from arrangements, and in the case
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of industry-wide reforms, these benefits would have externalities on other
firms. 5

Should no privileges exist, industries with or without connected firms
should perceive no difference in trends of import values after administrative
customs reforms. Otherwise, a few hypotheses can be considered including
i.) a change in policies may have disrupted import declaration patterns,
ii.) a change in policies may have created new opportunities for import-
substitution for firms operating in non-connected industries; or iii.) a change
in other simultaneous policies or global trends have distorted firm-level de-
cisions heterogeneously for connected and non-connected firms.

Identification Specification For this study, the main identification cri-
teria used is based on the work of Chekir and Diwan [2014] and Diwan,
Keefer and Schiffbauer [2014] who identify politically connected individuals
holding executive or senior positions in firms. The researchers interviewed
stakeholders to gather a list of individuals connected to the Mubarak regime
and matched this list with representatives whose assets were frozen after the
2011 revolution. This list was merged with the Orbis database with informa-
tion on board members, managing directors and major shareholders for the
854 firms found on the Cairo stock exchange. Using internet searches, the
authors identified names of subsidiaries of 104 firms and matched these with
the Orbis database. They were able to identify 469 firms controlled directly
or indirectly by these business men and placed them into industry groups.
Table 4 from Chekir and Diwan [2014] gives further information on the cat-
egories used in matching by industry level. Using the original work, it was
possible to identify industries where at least 1 firm had a known connection
to the Mubarak regime and as well as industries where firms had no known
connections to the ruling elite. The use of the at-least-one method reflects
the fact that trade policies do not discriminate among those importing the
same good. Furthermore, I only use industries with recorded imports likely
flowing into industries during the period observed.

[Table 4 here]

5Other benefits to the growth of the firms within connected industries may exist that
impact the growth of a firms within the industry and it’s propensity to import. There
may likewise be an interaction term that captures the impact of privileges on several
determinants of import flow.
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4 Data Description

The primary data set used for the analysis is the Egyptian Export-Import
Data (EID), a firm level database that provides data on the incidence of
import activities managed by the Economic Research Forum (ERF) through
their collaboration with the General Organization for Export and Import
Control in Egypt [OAMDI, 2017b]. The data base contains key variables
available from 2005 to 2014. The variable list includes the country of origin,
country of destination, trader identification, trader type6, product code
(using HS6 Harmonized System of product codes), and value in both USD
and local Egyptian currency. The value of imports has been adjusted for
purchase price parity using the World Bank’s International Comparison
Program database’s PPP conversion factor using private consumption (LCU
per international $).7 8

In order to extend the analysis to the industry-level where classification
of connected and not connected firms becomes possible, the EID database’s
HS codes were matched using a conversion table provided by the World
Bank’s World Integrated Trade Solutions (WITS) guidelines. 9

6This is an administrative grouping carried out by the Egyptian export-import agency.
7Purchasing power parity conversion factor is the number of units of a country’s cur-

rency required to buy the same amounts of goods and services in the domestic market
as U.S. dollar would buy in the United States. This conversion factor is for private
consumption (i.e., household final consumption expenditure). For most economies PPP
figures are extrapolated from the 2011 International Comparison Program (ICP) bench-
mark estimates or imputed using a statistical model based on the 2011 ICP. For 47 high-
and upper middle-income economies conversion factors are provided by Eurostat and the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).

8Testing for distributional normality of the main variable of interest, the value of im-
ports (USD-PPP adjusted), demonstrated that a transformation may potentially improve
robustness of results. The study tested for robustness of results with and without im-
port values above 1 million and found that both versions lead to similar outcomes, but
had different distributional characteristics. After a simple logarithmic transformation,
Shapiro-Wilks tests for normality demonstrated an improvement, however, due to the size
of the database, further testing was necessary. Using a skewess transformation, adding
additional constant (2.48) to the transformation improved the measure of skewness, but
reduces Kurtosis and confounds the interpretation. All graphical representations of the
data using simple log compared to the transformed log provide similar results. Normal
plot and normal quartile plot analysis suggests that both log transformations follow a log
normal distribution. For the purpose of this study, the simple log transformation will be
used.

9The merger is not perfect for all cases as it combines commodities and activities and
therefore interpretation of the findings should be nuanced to account for inconsistencies
that may arrive particularly when discussing the use of commodities as primary goods or
intermediate goods rather than final output. Furthermore, to combine 6 level HS codes
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To incorporate potential changes to the flow of imports due to tariff
measures, data on tariffs from trading partners to Egypt has been included
from the WITS-TRAINS-Comtrade database. The analysis primarily uses
the Most Favored Nation (MFN) tariff schedules that indicate tariffs per
HS codes and country. While applied rates per good and country would be
optimal, the database still provided yearly averages of MFN that have been
useful in provide an estimate for any large changes that may have taken
place over the course of the year per commodity. 10

A measure of technological intensity from UNCTAD (Ranjan, [Forth-
coming]) is used to incorporate controls related to the level of development
of imports that may be able to hold for heterogeneity due to the level of tech-
nologically advanced import goods that characterize different manufactur-
ing firms and industries. The level of technological development of imports
are classified into 7 main fields : non-fuel primary commodities, resource-
intensive manufactures ; low skill and technology-intensive manufactures;
medium skill and technology intensive manufactures; high skill and technol-
ogy intensive manufactures; mineral fuels and unclassified products.

The use of the CHELEM database that includes Harmonized data on
trade, balance of payments and Gross Domestic Product, provides some
measurement of relative demand for goods through changes in the compar-
ative advantage for products by product type, importing country and year,
from 1967 to 2015. The indicator measures the distance between the po-
sition of each product in the market and its global position and weighs it
with the world commerce for each good by the country specific GDP. It then
eliminates fluctuation in product placement that are due to changes in other
countries. The final indicator, the avantages comparatifs révélés, deuxième
version (the comparative advantage in real terms, 2nd version), is weighted
by changes in global trade rather than changes in just one country, includes
terms in PPP, and includes estimates for goods and services, rather than
just goods (de Saint Vaulry, 2008). The data has further been updated to
include ISIC classifications to facilitate industry-level analysis. 11

and corresponding ISIC 6 level codes available through the WITS with the available 4
level HS codes in the EID data set, some granularity of the ISIC classification was lost.
Where necessary, the ISIC codes outside of the WITS guidelines were assigned to HS4
codes using a nearest neighbor method.

10Further analysis could consider including other variables such as the span between
highest and lowest applied rates or average rates.

11In the course of the study, the use of the CHELEM database is provided on a good,
country and year level, however, harmonization practices and attrition among countries
that could not provide full information for each product and year, supports the inclusion of
a more aggregate estimator that provides for comparative advantage on a more aggregate,
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5 Results

Aggregate estimates indicate that import values for goods arriving in Egypt
rose consistently for both connected and non-connected groups for the years
leading up to the reforms. Following this period, the trends of the composite
value of all imports per year for each group diverged. Visually, this is
represented in Figure 6, where clear divergence in trends is evident in pre
and post periods. 12 13

[Figure 6 here]

The potential impact of customs reforms reducing administrative bar-
riers such as the time and financial cost of importing, should likely have
a positive impact on the value of imports with no reason, à priori, as to
why this would impact connected and non-connected firms differently in the
period prior to the 2011 revolution. I capture the change in import value for
connected and non-connected firms before and after the implementation of
reforms. The simple differences-in-differences linear regression relationship
is as follows:

(2) Yi,t = β0,t + β1(PostReform)i + β2(ConnectedF irms)i

+ β3(PostReform ∗ Connected)i

+ β4(Controls) + εi,t

In equation (2) PostReformi,t is a dummy variable corresponding to 1
for the period after the 2007/8 reform; ConnectedF irmsi,t is a dummy vari-
able corresponding to 1 if the industry code corresponds to industries were
at least 1 firm has been identified as having political connections with the
Mubarak regime; PostReform∗Connectedi,t is an interaction term between
the two dummy variables and our main variable of interest; and Controls
is a vector of controls including industry, year, technological changechange
and trader types.

regional level. Both country and regional Chelem data is used.
12The area in Figure 6 below is shaded in grey to indicate that these years are not

included in the analysis. In the years following, the political events in 2011 is expected to
have changed the underlying structure of privileges, at least momentarily.

13One expects that the removal of the Mubarak regime may have brought the gap be-
tween connected and non-connected firms down to zero or a more natural level. The
increased divergence after the 2013 period can also be vaguely explained by events sur-
rounding the change of regime, however, further years and analysis are needed to provide
more robust analysis.
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In the post-reform period, we observe a divergence between connected
and non-connected industries (see Table 1 and Table 7 for panel results).14

While overall growth in imports was positive for all industries, compared
to non-connected industries, connected industries had less growth in terms
of imports. The estimates indicate that without any additional controls,
the difference between connected and non-connected firms after reforms is
10.9% and highly significant. Industries with connected firms perceived a
loss in import values as compared to those from industries with no perceived
connections to the regime after the reform. To emulate a fixed effects model,
I include additional controls for tariffs as well as industry, country, year,
technological level of imports and trader groups. The inclusion of these
controls increases the impact by less than 2% (column 2). Controlling the
changes in the competitive demand for the goods raises the estimate by 3-
fold, to 28.5%. The growth of the impact of the reform after controlling for
the type of goods traded, may reflect industrial level selection bias where
those with close ties to the state may chose to operate in industries with
high import values.

[Table 1 here]

Using both industry level effects and clustered errors on industrial and
year levels keeps the point estimate the same, but standard errors increase
enough to reduce all significance of the result. Similarly, using additional
controls for types of traders reduces the significance of the results. The
difference between the clustering options are expected as the identifying
variables are estimated on an industry level, and industry and trader codes
groupings are too small to produce efficient estimates. This mechanical
reduction of significance is a result of the structure of the functional form
of the DiD.

The impact of the reform remains firm in the years following. When
considering a lagged effect of the policy reform, the results demonstrated
a negative 16% difference between connected and non-connected firms (See
Table 6 in the annex). If I hold for tariff and comparative advantage of
goods, and control for industry, country, year and technological advantage
of the goods traded, the estimated loss of connected industries as compared
to non-connected industries is 30%.

The tables arguable capture a ”black box” that supports the conjecture
that connected industries after the 2008 reforms perceived a loss in import

14Due to the highly unbalanced nature of the panel data, the research uses pooled OLS
with industry, trader group, year and country controls, that provide very similar results
but are more robust in estimation assumptions.
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Table 1:

Impact of Reducing Red Tape on Connected and Non-Connected
Industries (OLS)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Base T T, CA CA,VA Ind. Cl

Connected * -0.109∗∗∗ -0.127∗∗∗ -0.285∗∗∗ -0.254∗∗∗ -0.284
Post-2008 Reform (0.0190) (0.0198) (0.0208) (0.0203) (0.194)

Connected Industries -2.061∗∗∗ -2.120∗∗∗ -1.845∗∗∗ -1.884∗∗∗ -1.912∗∗∗

(0.0881) (0.0898) (0.0936) (0.125) (0.159)

2008 Reforms 0.995∗∗∗ 0.868∗∗∗ 0.757∗∗∗ 0.879∗∗∗ 0.754∗∗∗

(0.0211) (0.0220) (0.0228) (0.0222) (0.177)

Tariffs -0.0225∗∗∗ -0.0224∗∗∗ -0.0224
(0.000691) (0.000753) (0.0269)

Compartive Advantage 0.00115∗∗∗ 0.00115∗∗∗ 0.00115∗∗

(0.0000318)(0.0000316)(0.000298)

Gain in value added 0.0116∗∗∗ 0.00592
(0.00309) (0.00721)

Constant 7.326∗∗∗ 7.674∗∗∗ 12.07∗∗∗ 10.97∗∗∗ 12.07∗∗∗

(0.387) (0.406) (0.570) (0.586) (0.857)

Observations 282382 263178 252230 262086 252034
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
SE Rob. Rob. Rob. Rob. Cluster

Standard errors in parentheses

Controls include Industry, Country, Year, Technology, Trader groups
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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values as compared to non-connected industries. These losses were due to
not just the change in tariff structure of the reforms, but also the reduction
of administrative barriers. These results supports a hypothesis that reducing
non-tariff barriers may inadvertently reveal more competitive trends on non-
protected industries and have an equalizing effect between heterogeneous
firms within industries. Because there is such an important different between
trends before and after reforms, this ”black box” provides some information
of the non-competitive privileges that protected industries, but not exactly
now the privileges were perceived.

Concerns over the endogeneity of the identifying variables capturing
connected industries and the reform years are valid, but are outside the
scope of the study at hand. Causality linking the existence of connected
firms within an industry and trade flows is important for understanding
whether decision makers should either facilitate entry into industries where
connected firms exist, or remove barriers to importing within industrial
sectors. The existence of the benefits captures, to some degree, the anti-
competitive nature of regulations within the manufacturing industry.

6 Instrumental Variable Approach

The study presented provides a simple example of an analysis between
groups that is modeled as a difference-in-difference exercise. While periph-
ery to the main argument of the paper, the study suffers from an important
endogeneity concern that regards the entry of members of the family of the
Mubarak to industries that may already have substantial potential for large
profits and high flows of trade. The high-volume of trade and the existence
of cronies within the same sector may therefore be endogenous. Indeed, in
the reduced form model, tests of residuals indicated the presence of endoge-
nous variables. Furthermore, due to the nature of business-state relations,
there may likely be a correlation between firms connected to the government
and privileged information regarding changes in reform in years prior to the
policy, such that multi-collinearity likely impacts the endogenous variable.

The MENA Business Environment and Enterprise Survey (BEEPS), a
collaboration between the World Bank Group, the European Bank for Re-
construction and Development and the European Investment Bank, con-
tained survey related information on enterprise characteristics that may help
us understand business-state ties. While the data set is from the 2014 sur-
vey, the trends arguably remained relevant if we assume that cronyism is
path dependent. To avoid noise, I limit the responses to firms who were
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formally registered before 2005.15 The data used includes a 2,112 establish-
ments out of 2,897 in the total sample for Egypt, with less than a 100 of
whom are formally registered but not yet in operation.

I used a pairwise analysis to test whether variables satisfied the IV rele-
vance condition. The most relevant instruments gathered provide categorical
inter-industry means days needed to get an import license and days needed
to get a construction permit. Finally, I created a last variable accounting
for the number of other cronies within the same industry. All instrumental
variables are within industry means.

In theory, all of the main instrumental variables act as a proxy for
whether an industry is considered a priority for the political elite, and
whether it has easy access to reducing time and financial costs of conduct-
ing business. Among the listed potential instrumental variables, there is
a negative relation between belonging to connected industries and having
to wait longer for construction permits and import licenses.The pairwise
correlations in respective order are -.77, -.14.

Due to the structure of the data and controls, I use a standard instru-
mental variable regression with year, industry and other control variables
as in the previous table. I compare 2 stage least squared regressions with
the approach proposed by Wooldridge [2015], using the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell
theorem (FWL). First stage probit regressions demonstrated that variables
were relevant, and F-tests for instrumental variable regressions were above
10 for all instruments except for the instrument measuring the density of
connected sectors. The results of the IV regressions in Table 2 support the
findings of the pooled panel regressions. I find that when capturing the en-
dogeneity of connections the impact of the trade reforms on the two groups
acts to increase the difference between the two groups remains similar. Es-
timates are not robust when including clustered standard errors at the level
of both industries and years, but are robust to individual and year fixed
effects and clustering on a trader type level. While large standard errors are
to be expected in a two stage regression using categorical values, it remains
similar to previous estimates.

[Table 2 here]

15The instrumental variables are aggregated on an industry level and merged to the main
data file. For information correlations and distributional properties see Annex Figure ??
and Annex Figure ??.
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7 Robustness tests

The validity of any Differences-in-Differences approach rests on the assump-
tion that apart from the reform, the two groups would have continued the
same trajectory. In an attempt to convince readers that data on import
values for both groups had similar trends prior to the reform period, I con-
ducted a placebo test using the year 2006 as the year of the reform an ran an
analysis in the differences between the two groups from 2005 to 2007. Since
the reform was initiated during the period between 2007 and 2008, it would
be reasonable to assume that this period is already partially treated. Using
the period 2006 may also have some pre-treatment anticipation effects, but
it is expected to be smaller that post treatment. As demonstrated in results
found in the Annex Table 8, without any controls, there is a very small
difference between the two groups (6%), and are is barely significant (at the
5% level). With the same controls as the main specification, the interaction
term is no different from 0. This provides good support for a validating a
parallel trend assumption.

A valid concern on the driving mechanisms of the results is whether
exports changed heterogeneously for industries with connected and non-
connected firms. To test this hypothesis, the same regressions were carried
out on the differences in growth of exports, using the OAMDI [2017a] data,
between connected and non-connected firms. Overall changes in the value
of exports demonstrated that connected and non-connected firms had sim-
ilar growth trends where exports for connected firms remained consistently
higher than exports for non-connected firms. This trend, as illustrated in
figure 7 and table 9 in the annex, demonstrates that there was a fall in ex-
ports from connected firms during the year of the reform, but connected and
non-connected groups do not demonstrate a significant difference. Visually,
the data demonstrates that advantages to firms in connected industries in-
creased in the years leading to the 2011 revolution and after the fall of the
Mubarak regime, however, this assertion, while still statistically insignif-
icant could potentially indicate an underestimation of the real benefit of
being within politically connected firms, rather than disprove the previous
analysis.

8 A few caveats

The main specification of this study is based on the assumption that con-
nected firms stay connected within the period of the evaluation. This is a
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strong assumption to make, and unfortunately the evolution of the status
of firms as connected or non-connected is currently not measured. However,
there is ample qualitative evidence that supports the steady and contin-
ued influence of members from the business community on the public sector
after the 1996-2006 period (Roll, 2010; Skadianis, 2003). And descriptive
information on the longevity of connected firm. For instance, politically
connected firms tend to be older than other firms (between 11 and 30 years
old) such that firms no matter the type of political connection were more
likely to be older than other firms (Diwan et al., 2014).16

Second, the impact of the reform can likely have been confounded with
the impact of other reforms and in particular, the global economic crisis
in 2009. Nevertheless, the underlying argument within this event study
would be that the global financial crisis would have heterogeneous effects
on connected and non-connected firms within the manufacturing sector.
Controls for variations in demands for goods are included in all analyses.

Further potential heterogeneous aspects of firms within the manufactur-
ing sector may be biasing trend results. The prominence of oil in Egypt is
an important aspect of it’s geo-political status. Removing the activities of
this sector into the regression on import values increases the differences by
5 percentage points, however the estimates remain significant. Egypt pro-
vides special tax related benefits to firms located within the geographical
region previously identified previous as ”Free Zones.” Excluding Free Zones
from the regression reduced the estimated difference between connected and
non-connected firms. This results have a potential to indicate the role that
that oil and petroleum related trade to manufacturing firms had, but due
to limitations in the geographical information related to the traded goods,
it is difficult to capture the distribution of connected and non connected
firms in free zones. Free zones may have equally supported increasing com-
petitiveness in markets, or entrenched already prevalent advantages for the
politically connected. Additional research is necessary to analyze the impact
of the free zones. A summary table with these results can be found in the
Annex ??.

Third, it is clear from the construction of the identification strategy that
the results are indicative of a local average treatment effect. The analysis
is an industrial pooled study rather than a population study, as firms oper-
ating in the identified industry can either be connected (ie treated) or not
connected. Due to the impossibility of randomizing the treatment within

16Further information on entry into the treatment groups or as connected firms is
available in the Annex table ??.
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groups, controls have been used to capturing characteristics not related to
the reform or the connected/non-connected status of firms, that may het-
erogeneously impact connected and non-connected firms.

Fourth, without understanding the role of imports within the production
cycle, it would be difficult to determine whether those with ties to the state
stood to gain from tariff and non-tariff barriers. This could be primarily
due to competition deterring effects (increasing costs for the production of
local competing goods) or production facilitating effects (reducing costs for
home produced goods).

Finally, the mechanism through which the change in relative import
values occur is not identified, and can still be the result of a compound
effect that the experiment has not taken into account.

9 Accounting for missing imports

In high tariff and non-tariff environments, the opportunity to pay bribes to
avoid high import costs is expected to have net gains for importers (Dutt
and Traca [2010]). One explanation for the change in import trends could
be linked to practices in tariff evasion. Theoretically, with no change in
contract enforcement, the reduction of tariff and non-tariff costs should
reduce incentives to participate in corruption and tax evasion.

One method of estimating tax evasion is accounting for ”missing” im-
ports following Fisman and Wei [2004] and more recently, in the region,
Rijkers et al. [2015]. Both studies conducted a simple accounting exercise
that compared both sides of international trade flows. The authors mea-
sured the value of imports declared as exports to the country of interest,
by all other partner countries. They compared these estimates with im-
ports declared by the receiving country. Incentives to under-report imports
are strong when the importing country gains revenues from import tariffs.
In light of this simple approach, and the reduction of administrative barri-
ers that the 2007/2008 presidential decree targeted, an accounting practice
between what is declared between trading partners may also support the
results of this paper.

To conduct this, I compare the value of imports declared in the national
Egyptian imports-exports database, and subtract the value of exports de-
clared for the same year and products from the the WITS-COMTRADE
database on global trade flows. I additionally integrate the same identify-
ing classification of connected and non-connected industries. Given that the
value of trade in connected industries far out number the value of trade in
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non-connected industries, the classification masks much of the heterogeneity
that may occur and demonstrates an industry-level analysis and not a pop-
ulation analysis. Furthermore, while the total difference in import values is
important, I avoid level effects by using the log of differences.

In using data from two difference sources, one should expect to find dis-
crepancies between reported values for technical reasons. UNCOMTRADE
warns users to expect a 10-20% discrepancy for goods declared as imported
from national sources, versus those same goods declared as exported. Part
of this descrepancy is due to accounting differences, and data quality. Sec-
ondly, while imported values include costs, insurance and freight, exported
values often are calculated as ”free on board.” Furthermore, data quality is
not consistent between trading partners and there is an expected amount
of incorrect good classification. Lastly, imports are usually recorded with
more accuracy than exports because imports generate tariff revenues while
exports do not.

In conducting the analysis, only two-thirds of reported trade was matched,
meaning that a third of the data was incorrectly classified by one of the
trading partners. Under the assumption that without substantial review
and coordination efforts the discrepancies should remain consistent over-
time. Using yearly data on log of discrepancies between trade values, there
is a clear change in the standard deviation of discrepancies between the two
data source over the years (Figure 11). The dispersion, measured by Z-scores
of individual data points, suggests a similar underlying change occurring at
the period of the administrative reforms (Figure 12). The largest change is
between the years 2007 and 2008, the same year as the presidential decree
to simplify tariff and non-tariff barriers. In Years 2005, 2006 and 2007, the
mean standard deviation was between 2 and 3 deviations from the mean
value, while in 2008, the deviation of values from their means increased to
between 3 and 4, suggesting that values were more disperse in 2008 than in
other years.

Nevertheless, after 2008, we observe lower overall discrepancies, suggest-
ing that some goods were largely under reported prior to 2008, but that the
total value of all goods that were under reported is now either closer to 0, or
that the outliers on both extremes more perfectly balance out. In Figure 14,
yearly log values of the sum differences between what is reported by other
countries and what is reported demonstrates that there is a large under
reporting of imports coming into Egypt by the Egyptian authorities. The
difference between reported imports from all other countries and Egypt is
close to 10 log points for 2005 until 2007. Following the reform in 2008, the
discrepancy between the reported total values of other countries’ exports to
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Egypt and Egyptian imports from other countries drops by half and contin-
ues to fall until 2011. These dates correspond with the years of the customs
reforms and administrative simplification, as well as the beginning of the
Egyptian revolution. Connected and non-connected industry imports share
more or less an equal share in log values, but not total values.17

As an attempt to explore the relation between the reduction of red tape
and competitiveness between industries where known cronyism exists, I used
estimates for missing imports as a control for corruption. Should much of
the benefit of belonging to connected industries come from evading taxes,
controlling for this would reduce the impact of these reforms on connected
and non-connected industries.

Comparisons between regressions including the sample standard devia-
tion of missing imports does not suggest that missing imports are driving
the results behind the main specification. Nevertheless, including individual
estimates of the dispersion from the sample standard deviation of missing
imports, reduces the post reform estimate to null (3). Using this as a proxy
for corruption, it is clear to see that once I account for discrepancies in miss-
ing imports, that the impact of connections to the state become null. This
suggests that tariff evasion may have been an important factor in estimating
pre-existing privileges to firms in industries with personal ties to the state.

10 Conclusions and Policy Implications

The role of elite families, and those connected to ruling regimes, is arguably
both a catalyst and a hindrance to the development of industries. Apart
from facilitating trade through corruption in high tariff and non-tariff bar-
rier environments, families and friends with considerable wealth and con-
nections may push for privatization of state-owned enterprises when it suits
them. However, external pressure to reform procedures are arguably void
of preferential treatments and can act as an equalizing force that disrupts
latent privilege structures.

Until now, the theoretical and empirical literature on trade and cronyism
has suggested a non-linear relationship between tariff, non-tariff barriers and
corruption. In the case of Egyptian trade in the manufacturing industry, the
occurrence of reforms that reduced time and financial burdens, seems to have
unhinged the underlying anti-competitive advantages that some industries
may have experienced. My paper adds value to this discussion by exploring

17Further information on decomposition of changes are available by industrial level in
Figure 15, and trade agreements in Figure 13.
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Table 3:

Reducing red tape with and without missing imports

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Full Const 2 Imp 2 SD Z

Connected * -0.284∗∗∗ -0.222∗∗∗ -0.194∗∗ -0.276∗∗∗ -0.0345
Post-2008 Reform (0.0208) (0.0590) (0.0615) (0.0747) (0.0714)

Connected Industries -1.912∗∗∗ 0.905∗∗∗ 0.885∗∗∗ -0.316∗ -0.500∗∗

(0.128) (0.156) (0.166) (0.145) (0.157)

2008 Reforms 0.754∗∗∗ 0.959∗∗∗ 0.942∗∗∗ 0.566∗∗∗ 2.054∗∗∗

(0.0228) (0.115) (0.106) (0.138) (0.0591)

Tariffs -0.0224∗∗∗ 0.0362∗∗∗ 0.0358∗∗∗ -0.0221∗∗ -0.0277∗∗

(0.000753) (0.00584) (0.00594) (0.00746) (0.00787)

SD of Missing 0.251∗∗

Imports (0.0839)

Z scores 1.043∗∗∗

(0.0204)

Constant 12.07∗∗∗ 5.659∗∗∗ 7.330∗∗∗ 11.45∗∗∗ 8.627∗∗∗

(0.570) (0.321) (0.115) (0.218) (0.133)

Observations 252034 140283 136732 250570 111004
Controls Yes All All All All
SE Rob. cl(Trader) cl(Trader) cl(Trader) cl(Trader)

Standard errors in parentheses

Controls include Industry, Country, Tariffs, Year, Technology, Trader groups
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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how the reduction of barriers can not only increase trade flows, but also
reduce anti-competitive advantages. The results remain robust to tests,
the inclusion of an array of control variables and the use of instrumental
variables. Interestingly, accounting for an estimate of tariff evasion, suggests
that one of the main mechanisms through which the reform may have levelled
the playing field is through the reduction of incentives to evade tariff and
non-tariff barriers.

The analysis drawn in this chapter can be taken further to measure
the impact of anti-corruption policy reforms on labor market outcomes as
well as national accounts and fiscal stability. Such work may support the
introduction of policies that not only ease the atmosphere for development
in the private sector, but also level the playing field among industries and
firms.
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Annex

Figure 1: Total Value and Growth of Imports

Source: Export-Import Database

Figure 2: Trends in Import and Export Values

Sources: World Development Indicators using WB national accounts and OECD

National Accounts.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Value of Imports

(2004-2014)

Sources: Egypt Import-Export Database)

Figure 4: Total and Average Imports to Manufacturing Industry

(2004-2014)

Sources: Egypt Import-Export Database
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Figure 5: Time and Financial Costs to Import

(In Days and USD)

Sources: World Bank Ease of Doing Business - Costs of Imports
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Table 4: Selected 4-digit industries and types of political connections

ISIC Rev3.1 ISIC Rev4 Description CEO Owner Any Type Used in Study

5510 5510 Short term accommodation activities 5 29 35

4520 4100 Construction of buildings 4 16 21

7229 6201 Computer programming activities 1 14 18

5239 4773 Other retail sale in specialized stores 0 11 16

6712 6612 Security and commodity contracts brokerage 1 10 15

7020 6820 Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis 3 10 15

2330 2100 Manufacture of pharmaceuticals 0 2 13

5139 4663 Wholesale of construction materials, hardware 0 12 13

1920 2220 Manufacture of plastics products 0 8 12 X

3190 2930 Manufacture of parts for motor vehicles 2 8 11 X

4010 3510 Electric power generation, transmission & distr. 0 7 10 X

7010 6810 Real estate activities own or leased property 1 8 10

7421 910 Support activities for petroleum & natural gas 0 1 9 X

2694 2394 Manufacture of cement, lime and plaster 1 7 8 X

1810 1410 Manufacture of wearing apparel 2 5 7 X

2710 2410 Manufacture of basic iron and steel 2 7 7 X

5030 4530 Sale of motor vehicle parts and accessories 1 7 7

1512 1020 Processing and preserving of fish 0 0 0 X

2022 1622 Manufacture of builders’ carpentry 0 0 0 X

2029 1629 Manufacture of other products of wood 0 0 0 X

2101 1701 Manufacture of pulp, paper and paperboard 0 0 0 X

2511 2211 Manufacture of rubber tyres and tubes 0 0 0 X

2893 2593 Manufacture of cutlery, hand tools & hardware 0 0 0 X

3238 2670 Manufacture of optical instruments 0 0 0

2930 2750 Manufacture of domestic appliances 0 0 0 X

2921 2821 Manufacture of agricultural machinery 0 0 0 X

3599 3100 Manufacture of furniture 0 0 0

5239 4741 Retail sale of computers, software in stores 0 0 0

5231 4772 Retail sale of pharmaceuticals 0 0 0

6302 5210 Warehousing and storage 0 0 0

6420 6110 Wired telecommunications activities 0 0 0

7412 6920 Accounting, bookkeeping and auditing activities 0 0 0

7412 7410 Specialized design activities 0 0 0

7020 8110 Combined facilities support services 0 0 0
Source: Diwan, Keefer and Schiffbauer, 2014; Chekir and Diwan, 2012
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Figure 6: Change of Import Values to Egypt

(2004-2014)

Sources: Egypt Import-Export Database and Diwan et al. (2014)
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Table 5:

Impact of Reducing Red Tape on Connected and Non-Connected
Industries (Panel)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Base Comp Adv Full Full2

Connected * -0.183∗∗∗ -0.353∗∗∗ -0.233∗∗∗ -0.233
Post-2008 Reform (0.0177) (0.0191) (0.0182) (0.131)

Connected Industries 0.223∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗ -1.574∗∗∗ -1.574∗∗∗

(0.0174) (0.0194) (0.145) (0.162)

2008 Reforms 0.829∗∗∗ 0.727∗∗∗ 0.846∗∗∗ 0.846∗∗∗

(0.0135) (0.0144) (0.0189) (0.131)

Tariffs -0.0153∗∗∗ -0.0150∗∗∗ -0.0150
(0.000527) (0.000834) (0.0251)

Compartive Advantage 0.00120∗∗∗ 0.000562∗∗∗ 0.000562
(0.0000236)(0.0000324) (0.000289)

Gain in value added 0.0583∗∗∗ 0.00558∗ 0.00558
(0.00234) (0.00248) (0.00390)

Constant 8.189∗∗∗ 8.402∗∗∗ 12.44∗∗∗ 12.44∗∗∗

(0.0137) (0.0163) (0.579) (0.739)

Observations 282382 252034 252034 252034
Controls No No Yes Yes
SE Rob. Rob. Rob. Ind

Standard errors in parentheses

Controls include Industry, Country, Year, Technological level of imports, Trader groups.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Figure 7: Change in Egyptian Export Values

(2004-2014)

Sources: Egypt Import-Export Database and Diwan et al. (2014)
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Table 6:

Changes in Log of Import Values (USD): 1-year lagged results

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
l.Base l.Base l.T l.Full l.Ind

Connected * -0.266∗∗∗ -0.168∗∗∗ -0.316∗∗∗ -0.316∗∗∗ -0.316
Post-2008 Reform +1 (0.0202) (0.0175) (0.0190) (0.0190) (0.165)

Connected Industries 0.117∗∗∗ -2.042∗∗∗ -1.953∗∗∗ -1.953∗∗∗ -1.953∗∗∗

(0.0154) (0.0875) (0.127) (0.127) (0.129)

2008 Reforms, 1 year 0.793∗∗∗ 1.030∗∗∗ 0.773∗∗∗ 0.773∗∗∗ 0.773∗∗∗

lag (0.0163) (0.0207) (0.0223) (0.0223) (0.168)

Tariffs -0.0222∗∗∗ -0.0222∗∗∗ -0.0222
(0.000752) (0.000752) (0.0271)

Compartive Advantage 0.00116∗∗∗ 0.00116∗∗∗ 0.00116∗∗

(0.0000319)(0.0000319)(0.000295)

Gain in value added 0.00558 0.00558 0.00558
(0.00310) (0.00310) (0.00726)

Constant 8.687∗∗∗ 7.317∗∗∗ 12.07∗∗∗ 12.07∗∗∗ 12.07∗∗∗

(0.0125) (0.388) (0.572) (0.572) (0.865)

Observations 282382 282382 252034 252034 252034
Controls No Yes Yes Yes Yes
SE Rob. Rob. Rob. Rob. Cl In

Standard errors in parentheses

Controls include Industry, Country, Year, Technology, Trader groups.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 7:

Impact of Reducing Red Tape on Connected and Non-Connected
Industries (Panel)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Base Comp Adv Full Full2

Connected * -0.183∗∗∗ -0.353∗∗∗ -0.233∗∗∗ -0.233
Post-2008 Reform (0.0177) (0.0191) (0.0182) (0.131)

Connected Industries 0.223∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗ -1.574∗∗∗ -1.574∗∗∗

(0.0174) (0.0194) (0.145) (0.162)

2008 Reforms 0.829∗∗∗ 0.727∗∗∗ 0.846∗∗∗ 0.846∗∗∗

(0.0135) (0.0144) (0.0189) (0.131)

Tariffs -0.0153∗∗∗ -0.0150∗∗∗ -0.0150
(0.000527) (0.000834) (0.0251)

Compartive Advantage 0.00120∗∗∗ 0.000562∗∗∗ 0.000562
(0.0000236)(0.0000324) (0.000289)

Gain in value added 0.0583∗∗∗ 0.00558∗ 0.00558
(0.00234) (0.00248) (0.00390)

Constant 8.189∗∗∗ 8.402∗∗∗ 12.44∗∗∗ 12.44∗∗∗

(0.0137) (0.0163) (0.579) (0.739)

Observations 282382 252034 252034 252034
Controls No No Yes Yes
SE Rob. Rob. Rob. Ind

Standard errors in parentheses

Controls include Industry, Country, Year, Technological level of imports, Trader groups.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 8:

Placebo
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

P.Base P.Base P.C,T P.Full P.Ind

Connected * Placebo -0.0611∗ -0.0209 -0.0154 -0.0154 -0.0154
(0.0309) (0.0265) (0.0283) (0.0283) (0.0479)

Connected Industries 0.144∗∗∗ -2.214∗∗∗ -2.145∗∗∗ -2.145∗∗∗ -2.145∗∗∗

(0.0211) (0.128) (0.138) (0.138) (0.157)

Placebo Reforms -0.159∗∗∗ 0.327∗∗∗ 0.0836∗∗ 0.0836∗∗ 0.0836
(0.0250) (0.0254) (0.0294) (0.0294) (0.130)

Tariffs -0.0163∗∗∗ -0.0163∗∗∗ -0.0163
(0.00112) (0.00112) (0.0300)

Compartive Advantage 0.00225∗∗∗ 0.00225∗∗∗ 0.00225∗∗∗

(0.0000707)(0.0000707)(0.000368)

Gain in value added 0.00963∗ 0.00963∗ 0.00963
(0.00387) (0.00387) (0.0105)

Constant 8.765∗∗∗ 9.174∗∗∗ 9.480∗∗∗ 9.480∗∗∗ 9.480∗∗∗

(0.0172) (0.781) (0.460) (0.460) (0.505)

Observations 129826 129826 111886 111886 111886
Controls No Yes Yes Yes Yes
SE Rob. Rob. Rob. Rob. Cl In

Standard errors in parentheses

Controls include Industry, Country, Year, Technology, Trader groups.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 9:

Impact of Reducing Red Tape on Connected and Non-Connected
Industries (Exports)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Base Full Full xtBase xtFull xtFull

Connected * -0.0226 -0.0536 -0.0536 -0.0226 -0.0546 -0.0546∗

Post-2008 Reform (0.0575)(0.0579) (0.0264) (0.0575)(0.0578) (0.0261)

Connected Industries 0.114∗∗ -3.409∗∗ -3.409∗∗∗ 0.114∗∗ -3.396∗∗ -3.396∗∗∗

(0.0433) (1.114) (0.114) (0.0433) (1.117) (0.115)

2008 Reforms 0.0923∗ 0.322∗∗∗ 0.322∗∗∗ 0.0923∗ 0.328∗∗∗ 0.328∗∗∗

(0.0466)(0.0705) (0.0315) (0.0466)(0.0705) (0.0323)

Constant 9.941∗∗∗ 10.04∗∗∗ 10.04∗∗∗ 9.941∗∗∗ 10.04∗∗∗ 10.04∗∗∗

(0.0351)(0.0733) (0.0485) (0.0351)(0.0733) (0.0489)

Observations 39566 39565 39565 39566 39565 39565
Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
SE Rob. Rob. Cluster Rob. Rob. Cluster

Standard errors in parentheses

Controls include Industry, Country, Year, Technological level of exports, Trader groups.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Figure 8: Distribution of log of differences, by year

Distribution by group, base EID

Figure 9: Distribution of log of differences, by industry

Distribution by group, base EID

Source: TRAINS and EID
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Figure 10: Differences in total values, by year, industry and trade
agreements

Source: TRAINS and EID
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Figure 11: Distribution of standard deviation of the log differences,
by year

Source: TRAINS and EID
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Figure 12: Distribution of z-scores of the log differences, by year

Source: TRAINS and EID

Figure 13: Log of Differences, by Trade Agreement

Distribution by group
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Figure 14: Log of Differences, by Year

Distribution by group

Figure 15: Log of Differences, by Industry Groups

Distribution by group

Source: TRAINS and EID
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